Long-term results of free radial forearm flap used for oral reconstruction: functional and histological evaluation.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the radial forearm flap with regard to recovery of sensory function, general performance status, cutaneous blood flow and histological observations. Thirty patients (23 male and 7 female) with oral carcinoma underwent immediate reconstruction with radial forearm flap after ablative surgery and returned for evaluation. Interviews were conducted to assess the degree of articulation and mastication. Sensory function tests suggested the restoration of cutaneous sensibility of the forearm flap. Histological findings indicated mucosa-like changes of flaps about 10 months after reconstruction. The clarity of conversation recovered favorably in most patients. However, the degree of recovery was generally related to the time after surgery. The radial forearm flap is a unique flap with specific characters that allowed for best available functional reconstruction of the oral cavity in terms of restoration of sensation, performance, and histological changes to adapt to the new oral environment.